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The legislative change in a nutshell
 Concerns nominee-registered shares
(hallintarekisteröidyt osakkeet, förvaltarregistrerade aktier)

 Foreign Custodian Register abolished and replaced by
Register of Authorised Intermediaries
– Simplified procedure abolished; however, tax treaty benefits can still
be provided at source

 Annual information returns given using the TRACE XML
Schema
 The default tax-at-source rate for unidentified
beneficiaries will be 35%
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Withholding rates: before and after
Current legislation
 20% if the beneficiary is a corporate entity
 30% if the beneficiary is an individual
taxpayer or comparable
 30% if it is unclear if the beneficiary is a
corporate entity or an individual
 Tax treaty rates can be applied at source

New legislation
 Same statutory rates for identified corporate
entities and individual taxpayers
 30% if the beneficiary is known but it is
unclear what rate should be applied (e.g.
whether or not the beneficiary is a corporate
entity, whether the beneficiary is entitled to
tax treaty benefits, etc.)
 35% if no information on the beneficiary is
available
 50 % withholding tax for nominee-registered
Finnish residents whose information is
unavailable (from 1st of January 2020)
 Tax treaty rates can be applied at source

Withholding
 The issuer is still the withholding agent as in the
current system
– the issuer is responsible for withholding

 Two scenarios
– if there is an Authorised Intermediary in the chain, the
issuer can rely on the pooled information provided by
the AI when withholding
– if there isn't an Authorised Intermediary in the chain, the
issuer has the sole responsibility and tax liability, and
has to collect the beneficial owner information before
withholding

Quick Refund
 The amount of tax withheld at source can
be adjusted during the year of payment
– As today, through the payor/issuer

 Annual information returns under the new
legislation (TRACE reports) must be
submitted by the end of January following
the year of payment
– E.g. For dividends paid during 2021, annual
information returns must be submitted by January
31st 2022
– This includes corrections made using the quick
refund procedure

Treaty benefits and exemption
based on national or EU Law
 The goal of TRACE is to provide
treaty benefits at source
 Cases that are open to
interpretation can either go
through
– The tax-at-source card procedure
 With the card tax can be adjusted at
source

– Refund application procedure

– e.g. EU Law cases

Interview with
Philip Kerfs
(OECD)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZAEqYpBYyo (12:00)

Implementation of OECD's TRACE model
Katja Pussila

TRACE in Finland
 The law sets grounds for the new system

 Detailed rules for the liability and responsibilities of the
Authorised Intermediaries (AI)
 A lot was left for the Tax Administration to decide with the
secondary legislation
– Tax administration's decisions and guidelines
– for example
 details of the Investor Self Declaration (ISD) procedure
 tax reporting schema

 However, TRACE must be taken into consideration in all
secondary legislation

Implementing OECD's TRACE model
 TRACE implementation package lays the
foundation to the implementation
 In the Finnish context this will include:
– A register for Authorised Intermediaries (AIs)
 Rules on the extent of the authorised intermediary's liability
for any under-withholding of tax
 Rules and procedures for recognising and identifying
beneficiaries
– Including the Investor Self-Declaration procedure (ISD)

– Reporting with TRACE XML Schema
– Optional: independent review

How to register to the Register of
Authorised Intermediaries
 Registration available starting from 1st of July,
2020
 Registration comes into force and the register is
published on the 1st of January, 2021

 Intermediary applies for registration by sending
an application with the instructed attachments to
the Tax Administration
 The Tax Administration will publish a specific
form and filling instructions in the Spring 2020

Eligibility to register
 Section 10 d of the Act on the Taxation of Nonresidents'
Income regulates who can register to the Register
 The intermediary applying for registration:
– has the right to operate custodian activity, under Finnish
legislation or comparable legislation of another country
– has a permit, issued by a competent Financial Supervisory
Authority, for safekeeping of financial instruments
– is supervised by that Supervisory Authority
– is resident in the European Union or in a country that has signed
a tax treaty with Finland for the avoidance of double taxation
– is a Financial Institution obliged to report under
CRS/DAC2/FATCA

– is obligated to follow anti-money laundering and know your
customer rules

Public Information on the Register
 The register is available online at vero.fi webpage
 The legislation regulates what information is
publicly available
– Act on the publicity and confidentiality of tax information,
Section 9

 Publicly available information are the following:
– the name of the corporate entity
– Finnish Business ID, and its corresponding ID code
issued in the foreign country

– country of residence
– address
– the period of validity for the registration

De-Registration
 According to the legislation, an intermediary is
removed from the register if,
– an intermediary requests it
– registration requirements are no longer met
– when the intermediary's administrative errors or
other minor errors, have repeatedly led to:
 taxes having been withheld incorrectly,
 or information being reported incorrectly

– if the intermediary does not comply with the
provisions and obligations required by law and
doesn't pay taxes imposed on the intermediary

The Role of an AI
 The status of AI received through registration to the Tax
Administration's Register of Authorised Intermediaries
 The new system recognizes the role of an authorised
intermediary as stated in the TRACE implementation package
 The AI has the responsibility to:
– identify the beneficial owner

– give TRACE report on annual basis
– provide further information regarding the dividends paid
through the AI when requested by the Finnish Tax
Administration
 also the issuer has the right to receive information the
necessary information that they need in order to meet
their tax obligations as withholding agent

AI's Tax Liability
 Section 10 c of the Act on the Taxation of
Nonresidents' Income regulates the AI's tax
liability
 AI has tax liability for beneficial owners which it
has reported with lower tax rates
– AI isn't held liable if AI shows that the tax wasn't withheld
with too low rate due to the AI's neglect

 AI that pays the dividends to another AI isn't held
liable after the AI reports that the dividend was
paid to another AI

Example on the tax liability - AI is liable
AI B has a customer C. AI B has received ISD from customer C stating that C is
resident in France. AI B doesn't validate the ISD and doesn't compare it to the
KYC and AML information. There are signs in the KYC/AML documentation that
customer C is actually resident in Germany. AI B is held liable for the underwithholding.
KYC/AML
AI B's perspective
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Example on the tax liability - AI isn't liable
AI B has a customer D. AI B has followed the ISD procedure and validated the
documentation as required. There isn't any sign in the AI B's records that would
indicate that the documentation is misleading or false. AI B didn't know and could
not have known that customer D had mislead it. AI B isn't held liable for the underwithholding. The Tax Administration would collect the tax from the beneficial
owner.
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Investor Self-Declaration Procedure
 Section 10 b of the Act on the Taxation of
Nonresidents' Income accepts Investor SelfDeclaration (ISD) as sufficient documentation for
granting the treaty relief
– provided that the ISD is backed up with sufficient
documentation
– its contents must not be contradictory to the authorized
intermediary's other knowledge and information of the
beneficial owner
 reliability test for the ISD based on procedure described in
the TRACE implementation package

Example: ISD Procedure
 Investor C has given a sufficient ISD to the AI B
stating that C is resident in Germany. When C gave
the ISD, all indication in AI B's KYC and AML
documentation regarding C pointed towards
Germany. AI B can grant the treaty benefits based on
tax treaty between Finland and Germany to C.
 Year later C informs AI B about new postal address
that is in France. The postal address in France is in
contradiction with the ISD stating residency in
Germany. AI B can't apply either the tax treaty with
Germany nor the tax treaty with France before B
receives a sufficient explanation on the C's tax
residency status and an updated ISD.
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The Role of a CI
 The new system recognizes the role of a
contractual intermediary (CI) as stated in the
TRACE implementation package
 CI is an intermediary that AI has a contract with
– AI accepts reporting responsibilities and tax liability of
the information provided by the CI

 The CIs don't register or make any contracts with
the Finnish Tax Administration
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Tax Reporting in future - the TRACE Schema
 Looks more complicated than
what it is because the schema
has been created to meet
various needs and income
types
 FATCA and CRS/DAC2 were
created on the basis of the
TRACE Schema
 lots of similarities

 same technical setting
 All AI's and CI's are financial
institutions = schema is well
known

Benefits of TRACE
Authorised
intermediaries

• Procedure adapted to
industry standards, e.g.
reporting in XML format
• Use of pooled information
• Direct reporting with tax
officials

Investors

• Treaty benefits available at
source
• Or if not available at source
then smoother refund
procedure

Tax
administrations

• Better ability to ensure
proper compliance with tax
obligations

The more countries adopt
the TRACE model, the
greater the benefits for all
parties involved
 standardised
international procedure codeveloped with industry

Withholding outside TRACE model
 Beneficiary information must be provided
through the chain before dividend payment in
order to provide treaty benefits
– Cannot rely on pooled information at the time of
payment

 The liability lies with the payer/issuer
– Issuer can use a service provider (e.g. custodian),
but the tax liability still lies with the issuer

 Annual information returns must still be
provided
– In practice done by the Finnish account operator on
behalf of the issuer, based on information received
from the chain  essentially how it is done now

Option 3: Opt
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TRACE reporting in practice
Riku Kettunen

How is the data collected?
 OECD TRACE-schema is used as such for initial reporting
 In case of corrections, there is a deviation from normal process to allow easier
correction process
– replacing declaration can be given until certain date (28.2)
 information is given using same MessageRefId and all the previous information including corrections
and leaving out data to be deleted

 After timeline for replacing declaration has passed, OECD correction process is
followed as such
 Upon receiving declarations, XML and business validations are performed
 Technical guidance for TRACE reporting will be published by the Finnish Tax
Administration

Which channels are used?
 Declarations can be given only in electronic
format using Finnish Tax Administrations
Ilmoitin.fi-service
– requires a file to be ready
– requires identification
– file can be sent either using web-interface or web
services for machine interface

 Two environments exist:
– test environment for development purposes: no
production data should be used
– production environment for actual reporting

 Service offers an archive for sent files

How to identify to reporting channels?
 Identification to Ilmoitin.fi is managed via secure,
governmental wide identification method
 Id can be granted for both Finnish and foreign
customers
– strong authentication method in both cases

 During 2020, identification of Finnish and foreign
customers will happen via Suomi.fi-identification
and authentication
– for foreign customers, more details will be released later
this year

Security aspects
 Ilmoitin.fi is the service used for yearly declarations (annual information returns)
– secure way, owned by Finnish Tax Administration
– security estimated on regular basis
– regular security update batches

 Tax administrations operative systems are built according to governmental
guidelines which are based on ISO:27001
 Regular system evaluations are conducted by EU, OECD and other parties

 Access to data is restricted and controlled
– access to data only for limited amount of officials based on their duties
– all events related to data are logged

– Logs are reviewed on regular basis

Refunds of tax-at-source in the future
Emma Pulkkinen

Refund applications and TRACE
 Along side the other mandatory changes related to the
legislative change, we will be renewing our refund
application procedure
– This will include a new digital application form for refunds
– Also looking into digitisation of tax-at-source card
application

 The OECD TRACE model will also be taken into
consideration when developing the new refund application
procedure

 Preliminary launch of new digital form in late Spring 2020
 Goal is to smoothen the process, especially for authorised
intermediaries
– Looking into possibility of bulk submission in XML format

What will change in the refund procedure?
 A lot of resources in the
current refund procedure
go into tracking the flow
of the dividend from the
issuer to the applicant
 With the help of TRACE
reports on beneficial
owners, the chain will
become more visible 
less prompting for further
information

The applicant or their
representative are often
only aware of the bank
that paid the dividend to
the applicant
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TRACE reports: we will be
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Keeping informed and getting involved

How to keep up-to-date
 Newsletter for the Financial Sector
– Subscribe here
– Legislative change themed newsletter

 Tax.fi - Financial sector and taxation
– Information in Finnish, Swedish and English
– Published news bulletins
– Links to webinars
– Guidance (when available)

 Future webinars
– Webinar for issuers in Autumn 2019 (in Finnish)

– Further webinars for other stakeholders

How to get involved
 Official hearing in writing (Finnish and
Swedish)
 Thoughts and comments from the financial
sector more globally
 Regular Q&A Skype meetings open to
everyone (preliminarily starting in autumn
2019)
 One-to-one meetings on demand (subject
to availability)
– Skype or in Helsinki

 Want to get involved?
– Let us know by emailing financialsector(a)vero.fi

Thank you
Please feel free to contact us at financialsector(a)vero.fi

